We propose Ferry, an architecture that extensively yet wisely exploits the underlying distributed hash table (DHT) overlay structure to build an efficient and scalable platform for content-based publish/subscribe (pub/sub) services. Ferry aims to host any and many content-based pub/sub services: Any pub/sub service with a unique scheme can run on top of Ferry, and multiple pub/sub services can coexist on top of Ferry. For each pub/sub service, Ferry does not need to maintain or dynamically generate any dissemination tree. Instead, it exploits the embedded trees in the underlying DHT to deliver events, thereby imposing little overhead. Ferry can support a pub/sub scheme with a large number of event attributes. To deal with a skewed distribution of subscriptions and events, Ferry uses one-hop subscription push and attribute partitioning to balance load.
INTRODUCTION
C ONTENT-BASED publish/subscribe (pub/sub) [2] is a powerful paradigm for information dissemination from publishers (data/event producers) to subscribers (data/event consumers) in large-scale distributed networks. A data event specifies values of a set of attributes associated with the event. Subscribers register their interests in future events through expressive subscriptions which specify complex filtering criteria by using a set of predicates over event attributes. Upon receiving an event published by a publisher, the system matches the event to the subscriptions, which serve as filters, and delivers the event to the matched subscribers. A content-based pub/sub system is required to store the subscriptions installed by the users and, upon an event, find all subscriptions matching the event and deliver the event to the matched subscribers.
Content-Based Pub/Sub Model
Fabret et al. [2] proposed a content-based pub/sub scheme defined as S ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; Á Á Á ; A n g, where each A i corresponds to an attribute. Each attribute has a name, type, and domain and can be specified by a tuple ½name; type; min; max. The type could be integer, float, string, etc. The min and max define the range of domain values taken by the given attribute. An event is a set of attributes 2 S and it can be represented as e ¼ fA 1 ¼ c 1 ; A 2 ¼ c 2 ; Á Á Á ; A n ¼ c n g. A predicate has a name, type, operator, and value and is used to specify a constant value or range for an attribute. A subscription is a conjunction of predicates over one or more attributes. If a subscription needs to specify multiple predicates over the same attribute, it can be modeled as a combination of multiple subscriptions, each of which specifies one value or continuous range over the attribute. For simplicity of presentation, we assume each subscription specifies a value or continuous range over attributes. An example subscription is ðA 1 ¼ v1Þ^ðv 2 A 3 v 3 Þ. An event e matches a subscription s if each predicate of s is satisfied by the value of the corresponding attribute contained in e.
Motivation
Current content-based pub/sub systems are either centralized or distributed. One example of centralized systems is Elvin [3] . Elvin uses a central server that stores all the subscriptions, evaluates the subscriptions upon events, and delivers events to the matched subscribers. Centralized solutions, while simple, have an inherent scalability problem as the number of events and subscriptions in the system increases. Hence, Fabret et al. [2] proposed novel data structures and application-specific caching policies and query processing to support high rates of subscriptions and events in the system. However, restrictions have to be placed on subscriptions such that they must contain at least one equality predicate, sacrificing flexibility and expressiveness of subscriptions.
Many distributed pub/sub systems [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] have been proposed using routing trees to perform event delivery based on multicast techniques. Siena [5] builds a symmetric spanning tree and each pub/sub server can be a publisher or subscriber. Gryphon [10] organizes the pub/sub network into a single-source tree and proposes a link matching algorithm to forward events toward directions of matching subscriptions.
As distributed hash tables (DHTs) [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] attract more and more interest from both the research and industrial communities due to their scalability, fault-tolerance, and self-organization, we have seen many attempts at building and designing DHT-based pub/sub systems [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . In such systems, peers cooperate in storing subscriptions and routing events to subscribers in a fully distributed manner.
However, all these distributed and DHT-based solutions suffer some or all of the following limitations:
1. Using explicitly constructed multicast trees for event delivery introduces nontrivial cost (e.g., bandwidth consumption) in tree construction and maintenance, especially in dynamic peer-to-peer systems where nodes join or leave at will. 2. Systems such as Scribe [22] and Bayeux [23] are essentially topic-based pub/sub systems. They do not directly support content-based pub/sub services. 3. Some solutions (e.g., [19] ) place some restrictions on subscriptions, thus sacrificing the expressiveness of subscriptions; however, subscription expressiveness is one major feature distinguishing content-based pub/sub from topic-based pub/sub [24] , [25] . 4. With few exceptions [15] , most of them fail to address the load-balancing issue, while subscription and event distributions in real-world applications are highly nonuniform.
Goals
Challenges for content-based pub/sub systems include efficient subscription management and event matching, load balancing, and efficient and scalable event delivery. In this paper, we propose Ferry, a fully distributed, efficient, and scalable architecture for content-based pub/sub services built on top of DHTs. Ferry serves as a platform to host any and many content-based pub/sub services. In particular, the goals of Ferry which make our contributions are as follows:
1. Design novel subscription installation and management algorithms that facilitate the aggregation of event delivery messages, thereby minimizing the number of messages across the system.
Propose one-hop subscription push and attribute
partitioning to address the load balancing issue in real-world pub/sub applications.
Propose an efficient and scalable event delivery
algorithm that is virtually maintenance-free by making wise use of embedded trees in the underlying DHT. To the best of our knowledge, Ferry is the first solution that extensively yet smartly exploits the DHT overlay links to manage subscriptions and disseminate events for contentbased pub/sub services. Its load-balancing technique, onehop subscription push, also makes wise use of the DHT links. By exploiting DHT links in its design, Ferry has numerous advantages:
1. The fault-tolerance and self-organizing nature of DHT links makes Ferry resilient to node failures. 2. Ferry does not construct or maintain multicast trees for event delivery and it is virtually maintenance-free. 3. Grouping subscriptions along DHT links in subscription management facilitates message aggregation during event delivery, thus minimizing the number of messages across the system.
4.
The proximity neighbor selection (PNS) property of DHT links naturally enables proximity-aware event delivery along the DHT links, yielding good delivery performance. 5. The DHT routing table maintenance messages (sent periodically by the underlying DHT) could be piggybacked onto the event delivery messages to reduce the DHT maintenance cost that is nontrivial in terms of bandwidth. We have built Ferry on top of p2psim, a discrete-event packet level simulator. Via detailed simulations, we have evaluated Ferry extensively in terms of overlay hops, latency, overhead, and bandwidth cost. We show that Ferry can deliver events to various numbers of subscribers under different network sizes efficiently and timely. We have also compared the performance of Ferry and Meghdoot [15] in event delivery, showing that Ferry has better performance.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a survey of related work. Section 3 gives necessary background information. We present the design of Ferry in Section 4. Section 5 discusses an alternative design and addresses its limitations. Section 6 presents the experimental setup and results. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Pub/sub systems are mainly categorized as topic-based and content-based. In topic-based systems, each publisher and subscriber joins the groups containing the topics in which they are interested and events that belong to a topic are broadcast to all subscribers of the corresponding group. The example systems include ISIS [24] and iBus [25] .
Content-based pub/sub systems are preferable as they allow subscribers to specify their interests in a fine-grained way, i.e., a subscriber can express his/her interests by a set of predicates over event attributes. Many distributed content-based pub/sub systems [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] have been proposed using routing trees to deliver events to the subscribers based on multicast techniques. Among them, Ferry is most similar to MEDYM [9] . In MEDYM, each node can be a matcher for some subscriptions and events. Upon receiving an event, some matcher responsible for this event matches the event to the subscriptions and obtains a destination list of the matched subscribers. Then, the event delivery message containing the destination list is routed through a dynamically generated dissemination tree with the help of topology knowledge. However, Ferry differs from MEDYM in that it exploits the embedded trees inherent in the underlying DHT to deliver events, thereby imposing little overhead.
Many attempts have been made in designing a P2Pbased pub/sub system [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . Scribe [22] and Bayeux [23] are essentially topicbased pub/sub systems built on top of Pastry and Tapestry, respectively. They do not directly support content-based pub/sub services. SplitStream [26] is an application-level multicast system built from Scribe for high-bandwidth data dissemination by splitting content into k stripes, each of which corresponds to a Scribe multicast tree. Recent work [27] has shown that the maintenance cost of multicast trees due to non-DHT links (40 percent or more) in Scribe/ SplitStream is nontrivial under node churn, while Ferry does not impose any such maintenance cost by exploiting the embedded trees in DHTs. Tam et al. [19] proposed a content-based pub/sub system built from Scribe. The problem with their system is that it has some restrictions on the expression of subscriptions and thus sacrifices the expressiveness of subscriptions.
Terpstra et al. [18] proposed a content-based pub/sub system built on top of Chord. In this system, both filter updates and event routing actually use a broadcasting algorithm. Triantafillou and Aekaterinidis [17] also built their content-based pub/sub system on top of Chord. A subscription is stored in nodes with the keys produced by hashing the attribute and its values. If the subscription specifies a range over an attribute, the subscription would be stored on a number of nodes by hashing the attribute and each of its possible values within this range. The main drawback is that subscription installation and update are expensive due to the large number of nodes and messages potentially involved.
Reach [20] maintains a semantic overlay network and uses a Hamming-distance-based routing scheme. Each node serves as a rendezvous point for those subscriptions with a suffix matching the node's identifier. In a similar vein, HOMED [16] maintains a semantic overlay where each node's identifier is derived from its subscriptions. However, they have the following limitations: First, they assume a globally static attribute space. Second, they have a load balancing issue since nonuniformly distributed subscriptions would cause unevenly distributed nodes on the overlay. Finally, using a bit vector to express the user's interest in Reach is not fine-grained, while, in HOMED, it may be difficult to derive node IDs from their subscriptions while preserving the high expressiveness of subscriptions.
Meghdoot [15] is based on CAN [14] . Subscriptions are stored in a zone according to the coordinate determined by event attribute values. Considering the skewed distributions of both subscriptions and events in a real application, Meghdoot addresses the load balancing issue by zone splitting and zone replication. The major limitation of Meghdoot is that the overlay structure is determined by the pub/sub scheme and the overlay dimensionality is proportional to the number of event attributes.
BACKGROUND: CHORD
Chord [11] , a representative DHT, basically supports one operation lookupðkeyÞ which maps a 160-bit key to a set of IP addresses of the nodes responsible for the key. In Chord, each node has a 160-bit identifier, and the s nodes whose identifiers immediately follow a key are considered responsible for that key: They are the key's successors. To provide reliable lookup even if half of the nodes fail in a 2 16 -node network, the number of successors, s, is 16 in the Chord implementation. The ID space in Chord wraps around such that zero immediately follows 2 16 À 1 [28] .
The base Chord lookup algorithm works as follows: Each Chord node (say, i) maintains a routing table, namely, a finger table and a successor list. The finger table consists of the IP addresses and IDs of nodes which follow the Chord node i at power-of-two distances in the identifier space (i.e.,
. . . ). The successor list refers to i's s immediate successors. When a node issues a lookup with a key k, it consults a sequence of other nodes, asking each in turn which node to talk to next; each node in this sequence answers with the node from its finger table whose ID most immediately precedes k. By Oðlog NÞ consultations, the originating node will find the key k's predecessor node, and then it requests the predecessor node for its successor list, which is the result of the lookup. Note that this style of lookup is called iterative since the originating node controls each step of the lookup. Dabek et al. [28] have shown that recursive lookups have lower latencies than iterative lookups. Hence, Ferry uses recursive lookups: Each node in the lookup path directly forwards the query to the next node.
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we first present a system overview in Section 4.1 and then detail Ferry's design in Sections 4.2-4.5. Section 4.6 discusses load balancing issues and Section 4.7 addresses Ferry's scalability to the number of event attributes. We provide a discussion of Ferry in Section 4.8 and demonstrate Ferry's adaptability to other DHTs in Section 4.9.
Overview
We base the design of Ferry on Chord. However, the techniques discussed here are applicable or easily adaptable to other DHTs such as Pastry [12] and Tapestry [13] . Ferry aims to serve as a platform to host multiple pub/sub services with unique schemes. For ease of exposition, we base our discussion on a pub/sub scheme S ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A n g.
Ferry is essentially a rendezvous network built on top of Chord to support content-based pub/sub services. In Ferry, each node could serve as a rendezvous point (RP) for some subscriptions and events, and as an intermediate node on the paths of event delivery. Given a pub/sub scheme S ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A n g, the RP nodes for its subscriptions and events are the most immediate successors of k i ¼ hðA i Þ, where k i is a key derived from an attribute A i by using the consistent hash function hðÞ, which is used in Chord to produce node IDs and data keys. Subscriptions and events entering the system are routed to their corresponding RP nodes. A subscription in Ferry is stored on an RP node in the form of a pair ðsid; pÞ, where sid is the subscriber's node ID (subscriber ID for short) and p is a conjunction of predicates specifying the subscriber's interests (e.g., p ¼ fðA
. When a node wants to publish an event, the event is first directed to the RP nodes where the event is matched to the subscriptions. Once those subscriptions matching the event are identified, the event is then delivered to the corresponding subscribers by using Ferry's novel event delivery algorithm.
Ferry is based on four key mechanisms: 
Subscription Installation
When a user wishes to subscribe for some events, the user first has to register his/her interests to a RP node in the form of subscription s ¼ ðsid; pÞ. Ferry explores two installation algorithms, called RndRP and PredRP, respectively. As shown in Algorithm 1, the primary purpose of RndRP is to distribute subscriptions uniformly at random over the RP nodes of the scheme S, even in the face of skewed subscription distribution, i.e., some subscriptions are very popular. However, RndRP could result in inefficient event delivery. Consequently, we propose a more efficient algorithm, PredRP, for subscription installation in Ferry.
Algorithm 1 RndRP(Subscription s) 1: A i randomly choose an attribute from S 2: k ¼ hðA i Þ //h is a consistent hash function used by Chord 3: store s in a RP node which is an immediate successor node of k Algorithm 2 outlines the PredRP algorithm. The basic idea behind PredRP is that a subscription s is stored in an RP node whose node ID is equal to or most immediately precedes s's subscriber ID among all the RP nodes of the scheme S. Fig. 1 illustrates RndRP and PredRP. In RndRP, the RP nodes r 1 and r 2 each may store the subscriptions from the subscribers distributed over the whole Chord ring space and, thus, the event delivery messages may need to traverse the whole Chord ring space. However, with PredRP, the event delivery messages from RP nodes r 1 and r 2 only need to traverse a fraction of the Chord ring space due to the fact that each RP node stores only those subscriptions from a nonoverlapped, contiguous region of the Chord ring space (e.g., r 1 is responsible for the subscriptions from the range ½r 1 ; r 2 Þ and r 2 is responsible for the subscriptions from the range ½r 2 ; r 1 Þ). As will be shown in Section 6, PredRP achieves better performance than RndRP by avoiding sending the redundant messages across the Chord ring space and making the messages traverse the shorter distance of the Chord ring.
Algorithm 2 PredRP(Subscription s)
1: choose an attribute A i from S such that hðA i Þ is either equal to or most immediately precedes s's subscriber ID among all attributes 2: k ¼ hðA i Þ 3: store s in an RP node which is an immediate successor node of k However, PredRP may cause uneven subscription distribution across the RP nodes of the scheme S. As shown in Fig. 1b , r 1 stores fewer subscriptions than r 2 . To deal with the load balancing issue, we propose a scheme, called onehop subscription push (one-hop push for short), which is discussed in next subsection.
When a subscriber wishes to unregister his/her subscriptions previously installed in the system (e.g., due to changed interests), the subscriber can request the corresponding RP nodes to remove his/her subscriptions. Otherwise, we may associate each subscription with a TTL (time-to-live). However, the subscriber has to refresh his/her subscriptions periodically if he/she wants to continue receiving future events relevant to the subscriptions.
Subscription Management
Recall that Chord nodes consult their successor lists and finger tables to route a message with a key k to a destination node whose ID is the successor of k. Consider each subscriber with a unique sid. The routing paths from an RP node r to all these sids (or subscribers) form a tree (formed by the DHT overlay links) rooted at the RP node r, say, EmdT ree r (an embedded tree rooted at r). 1 As will be discussed in event delivery algorithm, the events will be disseminated along this tree from the RP node to the subscribers. Note that this tree is formed by the underlying DHT links, thereby imposing no additional construction or maintenance cost.
How does an RP node r manage the subscriptions installed by the subscribers? As outlined in Algorithm 3, r manages the subscriptions in a manner that a subscription s is stored according to the entry of a neighbor node (including successor nodes and finger table nodes) whose node ID is equal to or most immediately precedes s's sid. 2 Put another way, we store the subscription s in the entry of a neighbor node which is the ancestor node of the corresponding subscriber in the embedded tree EmdT ree r . Note that this does not necessarily suggest that we put the data structure of subscriptions into r's routing table. We may just keep the metadata of the subscriptions in the entry of r's routing table. However, how to associate subscriptions with routing table entries is not focus of the paper.
Algorithm 3 manage_subscriptions(Subscription s)
Require: vector hSubscriptioni store½1 . . . k //stores subscriptions in the RP node according to the entry of k neighbor nodes 1: find the neighbor node n j whose ID is equal to or most immediately precedes s's sid 2: store½j:push backðsÞ //store s into neighbor n j 's entry Fig. 2a illustrates a RP node r's subscription management (for simplicity of presentation, the subscriptions of subscribers s 2 , x, y, z, v, and w in r are represented by their sids). Subscriber s 2 's subscription is stored corresponding to the entry of r's successor node s 2 . The subscriptions of subscribers x and y are stored corresponding to the entry of r's finger table node f 2 , since f 2 is the ancestor node in the embedded tree EmdT ree r (i.e., the routing path from r to x and the routing path from r to y will go through f 2 ). The subscriptions of subscribers z, w, and v are stored corresponding to the entry of r's finger table node f 3 since f 3 is the ancestor node of z, w, and v. As will be shown in 1. Other DHTs, such as Pastry and Tapestry, have similar embedded trees as well. Section 4.5, this novel subscription management can allow a RP node to deliver events by aggregating messages along its DHT links (i.e., links to its successor nodes and finger table nodes), thereby reducing the number of messages across the system.
One-hop subscription push. The basic idea is that an RP node r pushes the subscriptions corresponding to r's finger node f to f. r then uses a summary filter 3 to represent the subscriptions pushed away. Upon an event e, r matches the event with the summary filter. If it is a match, r delivers e to the corresponding finger node which, in turn, serves as an RP node agent for those subscriptions pushed by r and starts delivering e to the matched subscribers. Fig. 2b illustrates one-hop subscription push. r pushes subscriptions fx; yg and fz; w; vg to r's finger nodes f 2 and f 3 , respectively.
One-hop push serves two main purposes. The first purpose is to allow an RP node to move part of its load (including subscriptions and event matching load) to some (or all) of its finger table nodes for load balance. For example, if an RP node r is overloaded by subscriptions, it finds a finger table node f that is underloaded or willing to take some subscriptions through the load status piggybacked in the finger table maintenance messages which are sent periodically by the underlying DHT routing table maintenance process. Then, r could push those subscriptions corresponding to the entry of f to f. Note that the subscriptions to be pushed could also be piggybacked onto the routing table maintenance messages to reduce the number of messages involved. The second purpose is to reduce the message size from an RP node to its finger table nodes (at this point, no subscriber ID list is carried in the messages) during event delivery (see Section 4.5) and, thus, the bandwidth cost (see Section 6.2).
One-hop push works even if a finger table node f (which hosts the subscriptions pushed from a RP node r) leaves the system. This is because another finger table node (say, g) will be picked by the routing table maintenance process performed periodically. If g happens to be f's successor node, r does not need to push the subscriptions to g due to the P2P data replication mechanism (i.e., g may already have one copy of the subscriptions ). Otherwise, r needs to push the subscriptions to g or have g go to f's successor nodes for the copy (we assume a data replication mechanism for subscriptions). If there is a subscription s whose subscriber ID becomes not to follow g's ID anymore, the subscription s needs to be pushed back to r, which will assign s to the corresponding entry of the routing table.
Event Publication and Matching
When a node wishes to publish an event, it first directs the event to all the RP nodes corresponding to the scheme S. The RP nodes are responsible for matching the event to the subscriptions and starting to deliver the event to the matched subscribers. Algorithm 4 outlines the process of event publication. It is worth pointing out that the event may be sent to the RP nodes either through the underlying Chord routing protocol or through direct point-to-point communication if the event publisher node has already cached the IP addresses of the RP nodes. The direct pointto-point communication between the publisher node and the RP nodes is expected to achieve better performance compared to the Chord routing protocol. However, if the number of RP nodes is large (proportional to the number of attributes in S), either the point-to-point communication model may be inappropriate and impractical or resorting to the Chord routing protocol may be inefficient (in terms of bandwidth). We may need to use a more efficient mechanism to publish the event to the RP nodes, e.g., multicast techniques. More discussion of this will be presented in Section 4.7.
Algorithm 4 publish_event(Event e)
1: for each A i 2 S do 2: k i ¼ hðA i Þ 3: send e to an RP node which is an immediate successor node of k i 4: end for Upon receiving an event e, each RP node needs to match e with the subscriptions stored on it. Algorithm 5 outlines the matching process which returns the matched subscriber ID lists with respect to the entry of the RP node's k neighbor nodes. Note that Algorithm 5 is a linear subscription matching algorithm with respect to the number of subscriptions. The matching from an event to a large number of subscriptions could therefore be very inefficient and the RP node may be overburdened by the matching load. To overcome this linear matching inefficiency, we could adopt sublinear matching algorithms based on building a subscription tree that collapses similar subscriptions [30] . However, how to optimize the matching algorithm is not focus of this paper. Algorithm 5 is primarily for illustration purposes.
Algorithm 5 match_subscriptions(Event e)
Require: vectorhSubscriptioni store½1 . . . k //stores subscriptions in the RP node according to the entry of k neighbor nodes Require: is matchðe; pÞ returns TRUE if e satisfies p, FALSE otherwise Ensure: vectorhIDi matched set½1 . . . k //the matched subscribers' IDs to be returned 1: for each neighbor node n i do 2: for each subscriptions s j ¼ ðsid j ; p j Þ 2 store½i do 3:
if is matchedðe; p j Þ then 4:
matched set½i:push backðsid j Þ //add the matched sid 5: end if 6: end for 7: end for 8: return matched set
To reduce the matching load on an RP node, one-hop subscription push allows the RP node to split and distribute its matching load to its Oðlog NÞ neighbor nodes. Moreover, with attribute partitioning (see Section 4.6), Ferry can distribute the matching load over more RP nodes.
Event Delivery
After event matching, how does an RP node r deliver the event to its subscribers by exploiting the embedded tree EmdT ree r ? The basic idea behind Ferry's event delivery algorithm is that all the event delivery messages to those subscribers who share common ancestor nodes on the tree EmdT ree r are aggregated into one single message along the path from the root node r to their lowest common ancestor node, thereby minimizing the number of messages. Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7 outline the event delivery algorithm. The event delivery starts from the RP node r which sends out an event delivery message carrying a corresponding subscriber ID list (e.g., matched set½i in Algorithm 5) along its neighbor links (as shown in Fig. 3) . Upon receiving the message, each neighbor node (e.g., node s 2 , f 2 , or f 3 in Fig. 3 ) executes route messageðÞ: If there is a subscriber ID matching its own ID, then it delivers the event to its local applications/users; it also partitions the remaining subscriber IDs (if any) in the message according to its own neighbor nodes (i.e., for each subscriber ID, choose a neighbor node whose ID is equal to or most immediately precedes the subscriber ID) and performs deliver eventðÞ to deliver the messages each of which may carry a corresponding list of subscriber IDs to the remaining subscribers. Note that all RP nodes of the scheme S will perform this event delivery operation in parallel.
Algorithm 6
deliver eventðEvent e; vectorhIDi matched set½1 . . . kÞ 1: for i ¼ 1 to k do 2: if matched set½i is not empty then 3:
Message M e þ match set½i //þ is a concatenation operator 4:
send M to the neighbor node n i , which then calls route messageðMÞ upon receiving deliver e to its local applications or users 7: else 8:
find the neighbor node n j whose node ID is equal to or most immediately precedes sid i 9:
matched set½j:push backðsid i Þ 10: end if 11: end for 12: if matched set is not empty then 13: deliver eventðe; matched setÞ 14: end if This event delivery algorithm is essentially a recursive process, where each node along the dissemination paths of EmdT ree r performs deliver eventðÞ until the event reaches all subscribers. No event matching operation is performed along the dissemination paths except the RP node due to the subscriber ID list contained in the message.
Load Balancing
Note that, for a pub/sub scheme S with n attributes, the maximum number of RP nodes is n. All subscriptions of S will be stored on and all events will be routed to these RP nodes. If the application/service corresponding to S is very popular, the subscriptions and events may overload the RP nodes. Therefore, Ferry takes three steps to tackle the load balancing issue.
First, load balancing is based on the randomness guarantee of the consistent hash function used for generating RP nodes for pub/sub services. Note that Ferry serves as a platform to host multiple pub/sub services. Hence, in the presence of multiple pub/sub services running on top of Ferry, Ferry distributes the onus of event publication, event matching, and subscriptions across all nodes: Each node could be an RP node for some applications/services and serve as the intermediate node to route events for other RP nodes. Second, one-hop push is used to reduce the load of an RP node by moving part of its subscriptions and event matching load to its neighbor nodes. However, one-hop push may not work if an RP node's neighbor nodes are all overloaded or unwilling to take the load.
Third, Ferry adopts attribute partitioning [29] to deal with the load balancing issue by distributing load over more RP nodes. For example, consider that a scheme S has an attribute temperature and the value range for temperature is [0, 100]. Without partitioning, there is only one RP node. If we partition temperature into several nonoverlapped, contiguous ranges, [0, 25], (25, 50] , (50, 75], and (75, 100], we may create four RP nodes by hashing the attribute name with a range. Thus, the load can be split by more RP nodes. Note that, with attribute partitioning, we need to adapt the RndRP, PredRP, and event publication algorithms accordingly. However, the adaptation is very straightforward and simple. Algorithm 8 illustrates PredRP's subscription installation with attribute partitioning. Lines 1-10 produce a set of IDs which are derived from either the attribute name or the attribute name with a partition if the corresponding attribute has been partitioned. Note that the set rp set can be cached in memory for reuse to save computational cost. We put lines 1-10 in the algorithm just for illustration purposes.
Algorithm 8 PredRP(Subscription s)
1: rp set ; 2: for each attribute A i 2 S do 3: if A i with attribute partitioning then 4:
for each partition ½L k ; H k 2 A i do 5:
rp set ¼ rp set [ fhðA i þ L k þ H k Þg //þ is a concatenation operator 6: end for 7: else 8:
rp set ¼ rp set [ fhðA i Þg 9: end if 10: end for 11: k choose an h i 2 rp set such that h i is equal to or most immediately precedes s's subscriber ID 12: store s in an RP node which is an immediate successor node of k
Scaling to Number of Event Attributes
In event publication, an event can be either directly sent or routed (by Chord routing protocol) to the RP nodes of a scheme S. If the number of RP nodes (which is determined by the number of event attributes of the scheme S and also attribute partitioning if applied) is small, the event publisher node can directly send the event to the RP nodes (by caching the IP addresses of the RP nodes) for better performance. However, if the number of RP nodes is very large, say, tens or even hundreds, using point-to-point communication would be impractical and inefficient. This is actually a problem of how to efficiently deliver an event from the publisher node to a large number of RP nodes. Fortunately, Ferry's novel event delivery mechanism has already provided an elegant solution to this problem by envisioning the RP nodes as the subscribers of the event publisher node.
Hence, unlike Meghdoot [15] , which is built on top of CAN with 2n dimensions (n is the number of attributes), Ferry can support a pub/sub scheme with a large number of attributes.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, Ferry is the first solution that extensively yet smartly exploits the DHT overlay links to manage subscriptions and disseminate events for contentbased pub/sub services. Its load-balancing technique, onehop subscription push, also makes wise use of the DHT links. By exploiting DHT links in its design, Ferry has numerous advantages:
1. The fault-tolerance and self-organizing nature of DHT links makes Ferry resilient to node failures.
Ferry does not construct or maintain multicast trees
for event delivery and it is virtually maintenance-free.
Grouping subscriptions along DHT links in sub-
scription management at the RP nodes facilitates message aggregation during event delivery, thus minimizing the number of messages across the system.
The PNS property of DHT links naturally enables
proximity-aware event delivery along the DHT links, yielding good delivery performance.
The DHT routing table maintenance messages could
be piggybacked onto the event delivery messages to reduce the DHT maintenance cost that is nontrivial in terms of bandwidth. Ferry's event delivery algorithm is essentially a matchfirst approach: An event is first matched against all subscriptions in an RP node, generating subscriber ID lists, each of which corresponds to a neighbor node (or DHT link). With the list contained in the event message, the event is routed to all subscribers on this list. The subscriber ID list may be undesirably long in a large network with thousands of subscribers and it may be infeasible to transmit and process large messages containing a long subscribe ID list throughout the network. However, note that the subscriber ID list contained in each event delivery message sent from an RP node is the split of the matched subscribers on the RP node among its Oðlog NÞ neighbor nodes. Thus, the length of list contained in each event delivery message from the RP node to its neighbor nodes would be reduced significantly, i.e., by an expected factor of Oðlog NÞ. Moreover, the subscriber ID list carried in each event delivery message is split recursively by Oðlog NÞ nodes at each step along the event dissemination path on the embedded tree. As a result, the size of the subscriber ID list is expected to be reduced by a factor of Oðlog NÞ at each step along the dissemination path. In addition, our two load-balancing techniques further make this a lesser issue. First, with attribute partitioning, Ferry can significantly reduce the load on an RP node by distributing load over more RP nodes, resulting in a reduced size of the subscriber ID list to be contained in each event delivery message. Second, one-hop subscription push eliminates the subscri-ber ID list from the RP node to its neighbor nodes. Only the event delivery messages from the RP node's neighbor nodes will contain a subscriber ID list. As such, one-hop push can reduce the size of the subscriber ID list contained in each event delivery message by a factor of Oðlog 2 NÞ. This is because, with one-hop push, the matched subscriber IDs will be split first among an RP node's Oðlog NÞ neighbor nodes and then among each such neighbor node's Oðlog NÞ neighbor nodes.
Adaptability to Other DHTS
Although we base Ferry's design on Chord, the proposed techniques in Ferry are applicable or easily adaptable to other DHTs such as Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN. As discussed above, Ferry's subscription installation and management, event delivery, and load balancing technique one-hop subscription push all extensively yet wisely exploit the embedded tree structures (or DHT links) in the underlying DHT. In spite of different DHT geometries such as tree (e.g., Pastry and Tapestry), ring (e.g., Chord), and hypercube (e.g., CAN), all these DHTs have embedded trees formed by the DHT links. Thus, we believe that Ferry can be easily adapted to treelike and hypercubelike DHTs. We here take Pastry as an example and demonstrate how to extend Ferry into Pastry.
Pastry is essentially a prefix-based routing protocol: Routing is achieved by successively "correcting" the highest order bit on which the forwarding node differs from the destination node, effectively increasing the length of the longest prefix match by one at each hop. In subscription installation, PredRP stores a subscription into an RP node which shares the longest common prefix with the subscriber node ID (if two or more RP nodes have same longest length of matching prefix with the subscriber node ID, PredRP stores the subscription into the RP node whose ID is numerically closest to the subscriber ID). The intuition is that, in a tree geometry, node IDs constitute the leaf nodes in a binary tree of depth log N and the "distance" between any two nodes is the height of their smallest common subtree. Thus, in treelike DHTs such as Pastry, PredRP is able to minimize overlay hops of event delivery and subscription installation, as each subscription is installed on the "closest" RP node. Furthermore, when events are disseminated from the RP nodes, we can avoid sending redundant messages across the Pastry overlay, thereby improving event delivery performance. Event message delivery is constrained within the smallest common subtrees shared by the subscribers and the RP nodes.
In subscription management, each RP node groups subscriptions stored on it to its neighbor nodes (including routing table nodes and leafset nodes) which share the longest common prefix with their corresponding subscriber IDs; if two or more neighbor nodes have same longest length of matching prefix with the subscriber node ID, the RP node puts the corresponding subscription(s) into the entry of the neighbor node whose ID is numerically closest to the subscriber ID. This manner of subscription grouping is based on the Pastry's prefix-based routing protocol. By having this subscription management, one-hop subscription push and event delivery in Ferry can be easily extended into Pastry and the extension is very straightforward.
ALTERNATIVE DESIGN
One alternative design we have considered for Ferry and finally abandoned is to install the subscriptions on all the peer nodes along the dissemination paths from the RP node to their subscribers (as shown in Fig. 4a ). Upon receiving an event, each RP node computes which subset of its neighbors are to receive the event, i.e., it determines those DHT links along which it should transmit the event message. Each neighbor node receiving the message in turn forwards the event message downstream to the corresponding subset of its neighbors (through similar computation of the subset of neighbors). This process continues until the event message reaches the destinations. Note that there is no subscriber ID list carried in the event messages in this alternative design and all the nodes along the dissemination path have to do event matching.
Compared to Ferry's design, however, the alternative design has the following limitations: First, it requires Oðlog NÞ times more storage space by installing subscriptions on the Oðlog NÞ nodes along the dissemination path and extra processing time for subscription matching during event delivery at every peer node along the path. Second, both subscribing and unsubscribing have to involve Oðlog NÞ more nodes and messages. A high rate of subscribing/unsubscribing would result in heavy traffic of subscribing/unsubscribing across the system. Moreover, if the subscriptions are associated with a TTL, the subscription refreshing traffic would be heavy.
Third, node churn may cause frequent subscription installation and removal along the paths. The left graph in Fig. 4a shows that subscriptions of x, y, and z are installed on the peer nodes along the path from the RP node r to x, y, and z, respectively. Assume b:ID < a:ID < x:ID (x follows a and a follows b on the Chord ring clockwise). When r's neighbor node a departed from the system (as shown in the right graph of Fig. 4a ), r replaced it after repair with node f, whose ID follows x:ID clockwise on the Chord ring. 4 As a result, x's subscription needs to be removed from node c (otherwise, this may cause duplicated event messages delivered to x) and to be reinstalled on all the peer nodes along the new dissemination path from r to x via b, g, and h. Similarly, node joins could also cause subscription removal and installation along the paths. Finally, data replication, which is used to improve data availability in DHTs, would incur more overhead in storage and bandwidth dedicated to subscription installation and removal under node churn.
Due to the aforementioned disadvantages, we do not adopt this alternative design. However, it is worth pointing out that Ferry's design with one-hop subscription push strikes a balance between Ferry's design without one-hop push and this alternative design. One-hop push, on the one hand, aims to reduce the load on RP nodes and the event delivery message size; on the other hand, it tries to avoid the drawbacks of the alternative design. If Ferry pushes the subscriptions on RP nodes Oðlog NÞ hops away along their dissemination paths, then Ferry will degenerate into this alternative design. Fig. 4b shows the cost (number of subscription installations and removals) incurred by x-hop subscription push normalized to this alternative design in the face of node churn. As nodes join and leave continuously, one-hop subscription push introduces the least cost, only about 0.3 of the cost incurred by the alternative design (four-hop subscription push represents the alternative design in the 1,024-node network). The results justify our design choice on Ferry.
EVALUATION

Experimental Setup
We implemented Ferry on top of p2psim, 5 a discrete-event packet level simulator. The p2psim implementation includes a detailed Chord simulator, and it does not simulate the link transmission rate or queuing delay [31] . The number of successor nodes for each Chord node is 16 and the finger table base is 2. We used the default values of the finger stabilization interval and successor stabilization interval accompanied with p2psim. Chord has a configuration named proximity neighbor selection (PNS) which allows each Chord node to choose physically close nodes as routing table entries to reduce lookup latency [28] . The simulated network used in our simulations consists of 1,024 nodes with internode latencies derived from measuring the pairwise latencies of 1,024 DNS servers on the Internet using the King method [32] . The average roundtrip time for the simulated network is 198 milliseconds. Unless otherwise specified, our experimental results presented in this paper are based on this network.
The simulations were initialized with one Chord node in the system. A new Chord node joins the system at a randomly chosen time until the total number of nodes reaches the bound (e.g., 1,024 nodes). After system stabilization, we scheduled subscription installation events into the system to store the subscriptions. After subscription installation, the event publication was modeled as exponential distribution with an average interarrival time of 116 seconds.
The scheme S used in our experiments was proposed in Meghdoot [15] and defined as S ¼ f½Date : string; 2=Jan=98; 31=Dec=02; ½Symbol : string; ''aaa}; ''zzzz}; ½Open : float; 0; 500; ½Close : float; 0; 500; ½High : float; 0; 500;
½Low : float; 0; 500; ½Volume : integer; 0; 310000000g:
Specifically, Symbol is the stock name. Open and Close are the opening and closing prices for a stock on a given day.
High and Low are the highest and lowest prices for the stock on that day. Volume is the total amount of trade in the stock on that day. We generated subscriptions by using five template subscriptions suggested in Meghdoot with different probabilities. The five templates are T 1 ¼ fðSymbol ¼ P 1 Þð P 2 Open P 3 Þg with probability 20 percent, T 2 ¼ fðSymbol ¼ P 1 Þ^ðLow P 2 Þg with probability 35 percent, T 3 ¼ fðSymbol ¼ P 1 Þ^ðHigh ! P 2 Þg with probability 35 percent, T 4 ¼ fðSymbol ¼ P 1 Þ^ðV olume ! P 2 Þg with probability 5 percent, and T 5 ¼ fV olume ! P 1 g with probability 5 percent. The templates with general interests (e.g., T 4 and T 5 ) are assigned low probabilities due to the fact that, in a real application, subscribers are usually interested in specific events related to their narrow interests [15] . The number of stocks and subscriptions used in simulations were 100 and 10,000, respectively, by default, unless otherwise specified. The events were generated randomly from S and we used 100,000 events in simulations.
We used a set of metrics to evaluate the performance and cost of Ferry:
Hops: The average number of overlay hops taken by
Ferry to deliver an event to all of its subscribers. The size in bytes of each event delivery message is counted as 20 bytes for the header, 33 bytes for the event, and 4 bytes for each subscriber ID carried in the message. It is worth pointing out that the results we present next do not include event publication and we primarily focused our experiments on Ferry's event delivery algorithm. Recall that, in event publication, an event can be either sent directly or routed to the RP nodes from the event publisher node. If the event is directly sent to the RP nodes, the average event publication latency would be the average latency between nodes. If the event chooses to be routed to the RP nodes, as discussed in Section 4.7, it can use Ferry's event delivery algorithm to publish the event to the RP nodes by envisioning the RP nodes as the publisher node's subscribers. In this case, the performance and cost of event publication are similar to those of event delivery.
Experimental Results
In what follows, we first extensively investigate the performance of Ferry under various configurations and different network sizes. We then compare Ferry and Meghdoot in event delivery performance.
Performance Under Various Configurations
We first present the results for Ferry's various configurations under 10,000 subscriptions and 100,000 events. The average number of subscribers per event is 25, about 2.4 percent of 1,024 nodes. Table 1 shows the performance of Ferry with different configurations. Note that PredRP outperforms RndRP significantly, and PredRP+PNS performs the best.
Compared to RndRP, PredRP can dramatically reduce hops, latency and overhead. This is because 1) the event delivery messages in PredRP traverse shorter ranges of the Chord ring space (the range an event may traverse in PredRP is bounded by the maximum Chord ring range between two contiguous RP nodes, while, in RndRP, the range may cover the whole Chord ring space), and 2) PredRP can avoid sending redundant messages across the Chord ring space. Fig. 5 plots the distribution of events for PredRP+PNS according to the range of hops, latency, bandwidth cost, and overhead. Note that 94.22 percent of the events are delivered to all subscribers within two to three hops. The average number of delivery hops for the events is 2.57. 59.2 percent of events are delivered with latency between 100-150 ms, and the average delivery latency is 144.34 ms. The average bandwidth cost and overhead are 52.16 Bytes/ node and 1.18 per event, respectively.
We present the event distribution with respect to the number of subscribers in Fig. 6 . Note that about 60 percent of the events have 20-40 subscribers. Fig. 7 shows the overhead with respect to the number of subscribers. As the number of subscribers increases, the overhead decreases. This shows that Ferry can deliver events to a larger number of subscribers at lower overhead. The reduction in overhead mainly results from the synthesis of PredRP and message aggregation along the dissemination paths during event delivery. Fig. 8 shows subscription distribution on seven RP nodes for RndRP and PredRP. Note that RndRP evenly distributes subscriptions to the RP nodes while PredRP produces a skewed load distribution. This shows that it is very necessary for PredRP to apply one-hop subscription push for load balance. We also investigated the impact of one-hop push on bandwidth cost for RndRPþPNS and PredRPþPNS. The results showed that one-hop push reduces the bandwidth cost per event for RndRPþPNS from 53.56 to 52.39 Bytes/ node, and for PredRPþPNS from 52.16 to 50.34 Bytes/node. The bandwidth cost reduction results from the reduced message sizes from the RP nodes to their neighbor nodes (at this point, no subscriber ID list is carried in the messages). Note that the bandwidth cost reduction is per node/event, so a small reduction could result in a huge reduction in the aggregated bandwidth cost across the system.
The experimental results we present in the rest of the paper will focus on Ferry with the configuration of PredRPþPNS unless otherwise noted. To explore Ferry's performance with respect to the number of subscribers, we each time ran Ferry by delivering 100,000 events, each of which had a given number of subscribers randomly chosen from the system. Table 2 shows the results for various percentages of nodes as subscribers for each event. As the number of subscribers increases, the hops and latency almost keep constant at 2.6 and 144 ms, respectively, while the bandwidth cost increases modestly. However, the overhead drops significantly. The results show that Ferry could deliver events to a large number of subscribers at very low overhead, involving only a small number of intermediate nodes by the synthesis of its message aggregation and the subscription installation algorithm PredRP. Hence, Ferry is very efficient in delivering events to a large number of subscribers. Fig. 9 shows that one-hop push could effectively reduce the bandwidth cost due to the reduced message size from the RP nodes to their neighbor nodes. Note that the bandwidth reduction is per node/ event, so a small reduction could result in a huge reduction in aggregated bandwidth cost across the system.
Effect of Network Size
In this subsection, we present the performance of Ferry in various network sizes of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 nodes. The simulated networks of 5,000 and 10,000 were derived from the 1,024-DNS server measurements. For a given network size, we ran simulations for various percentages (from 5 percent to 80 percent) of nodes randomly chosen as subscribers interested in an event and the total number of events is 100,000 for a given percentage. We found that the overhead is almost constant under various network sizes for a given percentage of nodes as subscribers; the overhead drops from 0.86 to 0.02 as the percentage of nodes as subscribers per event increases from 5 percent to 80 percent. Fig. 10 shows the average number of hops taken by event delivery for network sizes of 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000. Fig. 11 shows the bandwidth cost (one-hop push was not used here). Note that, as the network size increases, the bandwidth cost and overlay hops incurred by event delivery increase modestly. This shows that Ferry can scale to a large number of nodes. Moreover, with the number of subscribers interested in an event increasing (from 5 percent to 80 percent), the bandwidth cost increases slightly. This shows that Ferry can scale to a large number of subscribers per event.
Impact of Attribute Partitioning
In this subsection, we present the results of Ferry with attribute partitioning in a 5,000-node system where the average RTT is 200 ms. We first provide the results of attribute partitioning on the load of RP nodes, and we then give the results of attribute partitioning on latency, overhead, overlay hops, and bandwidth cost. Fig. 12a plots both the load and range of RP nodes. The x-axis represents the ranking of RP nodes by their load and the y-axis is in log scale. load represents the fraction of subscriptions on an RP node while range means the fraction of Chord ring from which an RP node stores subscriptions. 6 default refers to the five subscription templates (see Section 6.1) we used to generate subscriptions. popular represents the revised five templates to reflect popular attributes, i.e., we assigned T 2 with a probability of 80 percent and four other templates each with a probability of 5 percent. Thus, Low is a very popular attribute. partition represents the case where we partitioned the dimension of each of three attributes, Open, Low, and High, into four equal parts. With attribute partitioning, we produced 15 RP nodes (we found Fig. 7 . Overhead by subscriber number range. Fig. 8 . Subscription distribution in RndRP and PredRP.
6. One distinction should be made between the Chord ring range an RP node charges and the Chord ring range a Chord node is responsible for. The former range is the one from which the RP node stores the subscriptions, while the latter is the Chord ring range between the Chord node and its predecessor (i.e., the Chord node is responsible for the IDs falling within this ring range). two hashing results mapped to the same RP node) and thereby could distribute the load into more RP nodes.
Two important observations can be drawn from Fig. 12a : 1) With attribute partitioning, we can reduce the load on RP nodes by distributing load over more RP nodes. Note that the load of top ranking RP nodes is reduced significantly due to attribute partitioning. 2) The popularity of an attribute and, thus, the skewed distribution of subscriptions have no impact on the load of RP nodes. This is because, in PredRP, each RP node only stores the subscriptions from the Chord ring range between the RP node itself and the immediately following RP node. Note that the load on an RP node is proportional to the range it charges (the load curve closely matches the range curve irrespective of attribute partitioning).
From the above observations, we can see that, in PredRP, an RP node takes load from the Chord ring range it charges irrespective of the popularity of attributes and, thus, skewed subscription distribution. This feature is very desirable. However, unlike RndRP, PredRP introduces load imbalance among RP nodes due to various sizes of the Chord ring ranges the RP nodes charge. The various sizes of ring ranges result from the hashing process of producing RP nodes which are just pseudouniform. To reduce the load imbalance among RP nodes, we may take the following steps: First, with one-hop subscription push, the top ranking RP nodes may split some of their load into their neighbor nodes.
Second, we may distribute load into more RP nodes by finergrained partitioning of attributes. Finally, we can design algorithms which make RP nodes charge equal-size ranges of Chord ring (for example, the ith RP node for a scheme S can be the immediate successor node of k ¼ hðSÞ þ i nþ1 Á jRj, where hðSÞ is the content hash of S, n is the maximum number of RP nodes for S, and jRj is the address space of the Chord ring), and then the load on RP nodes is expected to be equally distributed. However, this assumes that the number of subscriptions from the Chord ring is uniformly distributed. We leave this to our future work.
Next, we present the results of attribute partitioning with respect to the number of subscribers interested in an event. Several observations can be drawn from Figs. 12b and 12c: 1) As subscribers interested in an event increases, the bandwidth cost increases modestly while the overhead drops significantly, 2) attribute partitioning has little impact on overhead, and 3) with attribute partitioning, Ferry could reduce the bandwidth cost significantly due to the reduced message size, which results from the reduced length of subscriber ID lists contained in the event delivery messages since more RP nodes split the subscriptions. We also found that, with attribute partitioning, Ferry could significantly decrease the latency by 9.75 percent (from 181.10 ms to 163.45 ms) and overlay hops by 12.84 percent (from 3.66 to 3.19) upon various numbers of subscribers per event. This is mainly because, with attribute partitioning, event messages traverse a shorter range of Chord ring space (since more RP nodes partition the Chord ring space, as shown in Fig. 12a ).
Performance Comparison with Meghdoot
Ferry and Meghdoot have different design philosophies: Meghdoot builds a semantic CAN overlay for a contentbased pub/sub scheme while Ferry serves as a platform to host multiple pub/sub services with unique schemes. As discussed in Section 4.6, Ferry takes different approaches to address the load balancing issue. It is unfair to compare the two systems on subscription distribution for a single pub/ sub scheme. However, subscription installation in Ferry and Fig. 10 . Overlay hops. Fig. 11 . Bandwidth cost without one-hop push.
Meghdoot takes Oðlog NÞ and OðdN 1 d Þ hops, respectively, where N is the number of nodes and d is the dimensionality of the CAN overlay space. If d ¼ ðlog 2 NÞ=2, Ferry and Meghdoot achieve the same subscription installation performance. Note that d ¼ 2n in Meghdoot, where n is the number of attributes in a pub/sub scheme.
It is meaningful to compare Ferry and Meghdoot in terms of event delivery performance because event delivery is critical to a pub/sub system. We use two metrics: 1) CDF of event distribution with respect to the percentage of nodes visited per event (which measures the cost of event delivery), and 2) event delivery load, defined as the ratio of event messages a peer receives to the total number of messages processed in the system (which measures event delivery load distribution). However, we admit the comparison is by no means complete. In our next step, we plan to develop a more detailed Meghdoot simulator and compare the two systems more thoroughly. Fig. 13a shows the CDF of event distribution with respect to the number of nodes visited during event delivery. The x-axis represents the percentage of nodes visited to deliver an event out of the total number of nodes in the system. Ferry shows better performance than Meghdoot in that all event deliveries end up with visiting at most 10 percent nodes. This is mainly due to the synthesis of Ferry's PredRP algorithm and message aggregation during event delivery.
Event delivery load measures the message load imposed on a node during event delivery. We sorted the peer nodes in decreasing order of the load and grouped them by their rank into groups of size 10 percent each. Fig. 13b shows the average load on each group. The load distribution among peers is more balanced in Ferry than Meghdoot. For example, the maximum load on a node in Ferry is about 0.3 percent of the total messages, which is very good. This shows that Ferry is able to fairly distribute event delivery load among the nodes in the system.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Ferry is the first design that extensively yet wisely exploits the underlying DHT overlay structure to build an efficient and scalable platform for content-based pub/sub services. Its novel subscription installation and management, event delivery, and load balancing technique one-hop subscription push all make wise use of the DHT links. Via detailed simulations, we show that Ferry can deliver events to various numbers of subscribers under different network sizes efficiently in terms of bandwidth and overhead and timely in terms of overlay hops and latency. Moreover, Ferry can support a content-based pub/sub scheme with a large number of event attributes. Our preliminary results show that Ferry has better performance than Meghdoot in event delivery. However, we confess that the comparison between the two systems is by no means complete.
This paper constitutes an initial step to build an efficient and scalable platform for content-based pub/sub. A number of issues need to be explored in our next steps. For instance, we will investigate the reduction of the DHT maintenance cost in terms of bandwidth by piggybacking the DHT link maintenance messages onto the event delivery messages. Another problem we will study is how cooperative peer nodes have to be in Ferry. For example, if we are disseminating stock data, there is inherent interest for an intermediate node to delay delivery until it can take advantage of the data first. Thus, potential applications of Ferry for large-scale pub/sub have to consider this issue, i.e., to provide incentives for nodes to cooperate in event delivery. We also plan to perform a thorough comparison between Ferry and existing DHT-based content-based pub/sub systems such as Meghdoot.
